
an elsebeth lavold designer’s choice design

Design: Star bag  

Size 6 x 7 in / 15 x 17 cm
Materials 100 g
Elsebeth Lavold Designer’s Choice Linsilk, 
50% linen, 30% Viscose, 20% Silk, 100 g = 200 m
Needles Set of double-pointed needles US 8 / 5 mm 
or long circular US 8 / 5 mm for Magic Loop technique
Gauge 18 sts x 26 rows in stockinette = 4 x 4 in / 
10 x 10 cm. 
Adjust needle sizes to obtain gauge if necessary. 
Note The chart only shows the odd-numbered rows. 
All even-numbered rows are knitted.

Cast on 56 sts and work in the round. Beginning of 
round is left side.
Round 1: Purl
Round 2, eyelet round: *k2tog, yo; repeat from *
Round 3: Purl
Round 4: Knit

Now work in stockinette stitch. Place 2 markers, one 
at the left side and one at the right side with 28 sts 
each for front and back of bag. Work chart at the 
center of front and back. 

Star Bag
Here is a cute little bag that can be used for pretty much anything. I’ve knitted it in my Linsilk yarn, but of course 
you can choose any yarn you have available. It can be worked at any gauge but a tighter gauge makes for a smaller 
bag and a looser gauge, in thicker yarn, will make a bigger bag. Either way, Enjoy!
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Abbreviations
cm  centimeter(s)
in  inch(es) 
k   knit
M1  Make 1, increase 1 st by lifting  
  the strand between 2 sts and  
  knitting through the back loop
mm  millimeter(s)
p   purl 
RS   right side
st(s)  stitch(es)
WS   wrong side 

Chart Symbols

k on RS, p on WS

p on RS, k on WS

slip 1 st purlwise with yarn in back

1/1 Right Cable; K2tog, leave on needle; 
then, insert right-hand needle between the 
sts just knitted together and knit the fist st 
again. Slip both sts from needle together. 
Or; slip 1 sts to cable needle, hold to back, 
k1, k1 from cable needle

1/1 Left Cable; Skip 1 st and knit the 2nd st 
in the back loop, then slip the first st, turn it 
so it doesn’t get twisted and let it slide back 
on the left-hand needle. K2tog in back loops 
and slip both sts from needle together. 
Or; slip 1 st to cable needle, hold to front, 
k1, k1 from cable needle
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20 sts

When chart is completed, work in stockinette for 6 
rounds. 
Turn work inside out. Arrange needles with the 
stitches for the front on one needle and those for the 
back on the other. Bind of from WS using the three-
needle bind-off.
Block bag. Make a cord about 10 in / 25 cm long (cut 
a strand 50 in / 125 cm long) and thread it through 
the eyelet row. Knot the ends of the cord and cut the 
ends for tassels. 

How to make a twisted cord: Cut 1 strand 5 
times the desired finished length. Fold it at the center 
and knot the ends. Loop one end around a hook, 
doorknob, or something similar and twist the cord 
tightly (twisting with a pencil through one end will 
make the job faster). 
Holding cord taut, fold it at the center again and let 
the cord twist evenly back on itself. Knot both ends, 
leaving an inch or a couple of cm for tassels.

We have done our best to ensure that this pattern is correct. If you should find an 
error or if you have problems, please e-mail us at info@ingenkonst.se 
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